What was the Iranian Revolution?

Why was there a Revolution in Iran?

• 1977, Journalists, intellectuals, lawyers, and political activists publish

Why did Iran have a Revolution in 1979?

•

Think themes: Foreign policy, economic policy, Government, social + cultural
reasons.
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• Unpopular Foreign Policy - The Shah had close ties with Britain and the US. In
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1953 they had backed the overthrow of Iran’s Prime Minister - Mossadeq (as
he was anti US / Britain)
many Iranians felt the Shah was a western
‘puppet’ (He was siding with the West in the Cold War)
Such closeness was criticised as ‘unislamic’ (and a betrayal of Persian culture)
too much westernisation of society, or Americanisation of society’. The Shah
heavily criticized by the Mullahs for allowing / encouraging this. The Shah was
too ‘secular’ in their eyes.
The growing unpopularity of the Shah’s (Mohammad Reza) Government . He
attempted (1963) a ‘White Revolution’ - land reforms + modernisation (thanks
to increased oil revenue - as in Iraq) but many ordinary Iranians did not bene t
(it also increased US in uence in Iran)
The Ayotollah Khomenei criticised the White Revolution for giving too many
rights to women! + for selling oil to Israel - is exiled 1963
The Shah and his family lived in luxurious wealth - in stark contrast to most
Iranians.
His rule was authoritarian - increasing censorship, police controls (SAVAK
feared - use of torture common) suppression of opposition, he abolished the
2 political parties in 1975 (Ayatollah Khomenei had been exiled - his anti- Shah
speeches were smuggled in to Iran encouraging an uprising against the Shah
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Summary: The revolution against the Shah began more as a result of political
and economic discontent - Shah had become the symbol of all that was wrong in
Iran - Ayotollah Khomenei the symbol of ‘restoration + renewal’ (In Islamic terms)
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a series of open letters criticizing the accumulation of power at the
hands of the Shah.
January 1978 - an open letter is published by the Shah, disparaging
the Ayotollah Khomenei
1978 there were strikes and demonstrations calling for the Shah to
abdicate.
The Shah introduced ‘military rule’ and troops killed 500
demonstrators. He declares martial law.
By the end of 1978 some troops began to sympathise with the
protestors and refused to re on crowds.
In January 1979 the Shah ed Iran due to popular protests against
him as many as 2 million people came out onto the streets.
The exiled Ayatollah Khomeini returned to Iran.
A referendum (vote) was held which abolished the Monarchy.
Iran was established as an Islamic Republic (Theocracy).
Khomeini became the ‘supreme leader’ of Shiite Iran and set about
passing new laws to remove western in uence from Iran, ensuring
new laws were based rmly on the Koran and Sharia law e.g.
education was purged of unIslamic + western pop music, lms and
alcohol were banned, hijab becomes mandatory . (De westernisation)

US Embassy- Hostage Crisis (November 1979 - Jan 1981)
Students seize control of US embassy in Tehran - hostages taken President Carter calls for their release - refused apart from 13 African
Americans- US freeze Iranian assets (economic sanctions) - April 1981,
US Operation Eagleclaw (to release prisoners, fails) - Jan 1991
hostages released and sanctions lifted.

